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"... most importantly your newly introduced "2 minutes". It was a subtle yet effective way of adding a bit more excitement to the class; get to know our classmates and it was also a way to ease into the lesson. It is unique to your class and is what excites and endears your class to your students. Overall, keep the idea alive."
Student 2

"...The learning experience was fun and of course productive. Our outdoor session was in a world of its own. A first for most of us. It was rather awkward when you suggested it especially for me since I am accustomed to being in class always but it turned out really well. The more open the space is the more students feel free I could say since people did participate rather well."
Tell me a fact, and I’ll learn. Tell me a truth, and I’ll believe, but tell me a story and it will live in my heart forever (Indian Proverb).
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